Administrator’s Guide
All EHR settings can be found by clicking on Settings in the top right hand corner of your
new Practice Fusion account.

Setting up your account is easy. Follow these recommended steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Add all users and establish their access level
Add all facilities
Add your lab and imaging centers
Have your providers sign up for e-prescribing
Connect with a billing partner
Upload your patient’s demographics
Create a custom online intake form (online check-in)
Start sending messages
Manage tasks
Integrate your Updox account
Enroll your patients in the PHR (patient portal)
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1. Add Users
Click on the EHR Users tile on your Practice Dashboard to add and manage users. Refer to the chart
below when selecting the most appropriate “Access Level”. (See “Log In” guide for full instructions)

ADMINISTRATOR
PERMISSIONS
Add/deactivate users
Reset users passwords
Change log in emails
Reset verification phone
numbers
Change users access level
Edit/Enter basic information
(Practice & Users)
Edit/Enter Identifiers
(Practice & Users)
Add additional
administrators
Add/Edit Facilities
Edit Messaging settings
Edit Drug Alert settings
Edit Patient Communication
settings
Edit Specimen Collection
settings
Add/Edit Chart Note Types
Edit Schedule settings
Edit the status of measures
on the Meaningful Use
Dashboard
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2. Add facilities
Add your facilities in your “Practice Settings”. Each facility will have its own schedule for patient
appointments – this will automatically transfer to the encounter note, super bill and any orders (labs,
eRx).

Insider Tip: Users can also change the facility they’re logged into by selecting the drop down from the
top of their screen.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
ARTICLE: How do I add, edit, or delete a facility?
ARTICLE: How do I change the facility I am logged into?
ARTICLE: How do I edit Facility and Practice info?
ARTICLE: How do I update my Provider/Facility information for my billing account?
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3. Add your lab and imaging centers
Click on the Labs or Imaging Centers Tile on your Practice Dashboard

Please note that many labs will appear that list the connection type as "Paper Orders" and "Paper
results." These labs are eligible for full electronic integration, but aren't currently integrated with
Practice Fusion. These will allow you to add these non-integrated labs into your account for seamless
(and paperless) record-keeping with labs that are not electronically sending and receiving results.

If you don’t see your lab or imaging center, click the “Suggest an Imaging Center” button and enter their
information.
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4. eRx
After setting up all the users in your practice with the appropriate access level, you’ll want to ensure all
providers sign up for e-prescribing. Only providers who are enabled for e-prescribing and have sent
five prescriptions with Practice Fusion will benefit from the following features:

Want to learn more?

ePrior
Auth

How do I complete insurance
eligibility checks?

eCoupons

Adherence

How do I use ePrior Authorization?
How do I use medication adherence?
How do I use eCoupons?

eRx

Med
history

How do I use Medication History?
EPCS

How do I process eRx refill requests?
How do I activate e-prescribing of
controlled substances (EPCS)?*
*currently available in NY, UT, AZ, MD, AK, IA, HI, NE

Eligibility

Refills

The e-prescribing workflow is detailed in the Provider Training Guide.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
ARTICLE: How do I sign up for eRx?
ARTICLE: Re-verification of eRx credentials
ARTICLE: Can I e-prescribe through multiple eRx vendors?
ARTICLE: How long does it take to activate eRx?
VIDEO: Quickly fill patient’s medications with e-prescribing
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5. Billing
If your practice uses one of our billing partners, you can request an integration by selecting the Billing
tile. Enter your billing account information and Practice Fusion will work with your billing software to
connect the accounts.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
ARTICLE: What are the next steps for my billing integration with Practice Fusion?
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6. Upload your patient’s demographics
From your Home screen, simply select the Import Patients tile.

.
FAQ:
Q: What if I’m having trouble exporting my patients from my old system?
A: The most challenging part of this process is usually exporting your patient demographics from your
current system and formatting the file for upload. We’re happy to help you with this! Please send me an
email and I’ll set up an appointment with our Technical Support team to assist with the export.
Q: What if I receive the error message "Unsupported file type"?
A: If you receive this error message when attempting to upload your patient demographics, follow these
steps to upload your file:
1. Make sure your file is one of the approved file types. Files can be of the following types: xls, xlsx,
xlm, csv, pdf, txt, zip, adt, dat, dbf, bak, asc.
2. Try using the Google Chrome browser to upload the file.
3. If you are still receiving the error in Chrome, you should compress (or Zip) the file.
To do this on a PC: Locate the file on your computer. Right mouse-click the file, and select “Send to”.
Then select “Compressed (zipped) folder”. This will save a file with the same name, but with a .zip file
extension. You should then be able to upload the file normally.
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7. Create an online intake form
Go to your EHR settings and select “Intake templates”.

From here you can browse existing templates and create a new one by selecting “Create template”.

Begin adding Pre-Built or Custom Questions.

Once complete, “Preview” and Activate your online intake form. Once active, patients will be prompted
to complete your online intake form when they receive the appointment reminder via email (one week
and one day before their scheduled appointments).

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
ARTICLE: How does a patient fill out the Patient Intake (Online Check-In) Form?
ARTICLE: How do I process Patient Intake (Online Check-In) Forms?
VIDEO: Collect info quickly with Patient Intake forms
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8. Manage messages
With Practice Fusion’s messaging, you can communicate and collaborate with your patients, practice
staff and other providers all in one place.

Send a new message and view your inbox by clicking the Messages icon located on the left navigation
bar. You can also start a message from the patient’s chart by selecting “New Message” from the
“Actions” drop down menu, or by clicking the (+) icon next to the Messages section of the Summary tab.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
ARTICLE: How do I use messaging?
ARTICLE: How do I use patient messaging?
VIDEO: Send and receive internal and external messages
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9. Manage Tasks
Tasks are reminders that were generated automatically based on your activity in the EHR, or were
created manually by users within your practice. Lab results, imaging results, refill requests, e-Prior
Authorizations and more are located in the Tasks section.

Create custom task reminder by selecting “New Task” at the top right hand corner. Tasks can be created
for a present or future date, and can be assigned to any user in your practice. Use the drop-down filters
at the top of the screen to narrow or broaden your view of pending or completed tasks.
Insider Tip: Click on the wrench icon to customize your Tasks display. Each user in your practice can
create a custom view of tasks in their account depending on their role and daily activities.

Click the drop-down arrow to reassign tasks within your practice or mark as complete to remove them.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
ARTICLE: How do I disable auto-generated ‘Unsubmitted Superbill’ tasks?
ARTICLE: How do I use the Tasks section? (view Task Types here)
VIDEO: Stay organized by managing your tasks
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10. Integrate your Updox account

Visit www.updox.com/practice-fusion and fill out the Updox form. Updox will send you a link to a page
to begin connect your Updox and Practice Fusion accounts. Once you receive the link, follow the
instructions step-by-step.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
VIDEO: Seamlessly transfer faxes from Updox into Practice Fusion
ARTICLE: How can I use the Updox inbound fax feature with Practice Fusion?
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11. Enroll your patients in the PHR
Your patients will be invited to the patient portal (PHR) in two ways: 1. You can manually invite them by
selecting “Invite to Patient Portal”. 2. Patients with an email recorded in their “Profile” will
automatically receive an invitation when an encounter note is electronically signed by a provider or 30
days after an encounter was created.

Patients will have access to their diagnoses, medications, immunizations, allergies, procedures, vitals,
upcoming/past appointments and providers can share lab results.

.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
ARTICLE: How does a patient register for their Patient Fusion portal (PHR)?
VIDEO: Engaging patients through the Patient Fusion portal
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For information about features not reviewed in this guide, please
visit the Knowledge Base to view step-by-step instructional articles
for every feature in Practice Fusion.
For video tutorials and to learn more about Practice Fusion’s newest features,
check out the Learning Center.

Additional Sites for Your Reference:
Meaningful Use Center
Help Center
e-Prescribing Center
Electronic Lab Ordering Center
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